
Appendix A: Supplementary Forms and Information 
 
Appendix A1. Search filter, screening, and flow diagram of included trials 

 
A1.1 Electronic search filter to identify pragmatic trials in Ovid MEDLINE1 

# Search Statement 

 Trial design terms 

1 

(((pragmatic$ OR naturalistic OR real world OR real life OR unblinded OR unmasked OR cluster 

OR step$ wedge$ OR point of care OR factorial OR switchback OR switch back OR phase 4 OR 

phase IV) adj10 (study OR trial)) OR (practical trial OR effectiveness trial OR ((cluster$ or 

communit$) adj2 randomi$))).tw. 

 Trial attribute terms 

2 

(general practice$ OR primary care OR registry based OR health record$ OR medical record$ OR 

EHR OR EMR OR administrative data OR routinely collected data OR (communit$ adj2 

intervention$) OR quality improvement OR implementation OR decision support OR health 

service$ OR health system$ OR comparative effectiveness OR CER OR usual care OR evidence 

based OR practice guideline$ OR (guideline$ adj1 recommend$) OR knowledge translation OR 

health technology assessment OR HTA OR cost effectiveness OR process evaluation OR economic 

evaluation OR patient oriented).tw. 

 Limit to records likely to be RCTs  

3 
randomized controlled trial.pt. OR ((comparative effectiveness OR randomi?ed) adj10 (trial OR 

study)).ti. 

4 

(comment on OR phase 1 OR phase I OR phase 2 OR phase II OR non-randomi?ed OR quasi-

randomi?ed OR pseudo-randomi?ed).ti. OR (clinical trial, phase I OR clinical trial, phase II OR 

systematic review OR meta-analysis OR review OR editorial).pt. 

 Include records tagged as pragmatic trials 

5 pragmatic clinical trial.pt. 

 
Sensitivity-maximizing search (combines trial design terms or attribute terms with RCT 

terms) 

6 ((1 OR 2) AND (3 NOT 4)) OR 5 

7 exp Animals/ NOT Humans/ 

8 6 NOT 7 

RCT=randomized controlled trial 

1Search filter published as: Taljaard M, McDonald S, Nicholls SG, Carroll K, Hey SP, Grimshaw JM, Fergusson 
DA, Zwarenstein M, McKenzie JE. A search filter to identify pragmatic trials in MEDLINE was highly specific but 
lacked sensitivity. J Clin Epidemiol. 2020 Aug;124:75-84. doi: 10.1016/j.jclinepi.2020.05.003. Epub 2020 May 11. 
PMID: 32407765. 
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A1.2 Screening: Inclusion and exclusion criteria for creation of the large database of pragmatic trials2 

INCLUSION CRITERIA SPECIFICATION 

Health 

RCT 

A health RCT evaluates interventions aimed at changing subjective 

or objective measures of individual or group health status, or of 

processes which lead to changes in health status. Health status is 

defined as a state of human wellbeing, in individuals or groups, with 

physical or mental health correlates. 

Trial must use randomization (as opposed to quasi-randomization) and must 

be comparative (i.e., at least one intervention and one control arm, or at least 

two intervention arms for “comparative effectiveness research”). 

Health 

care 

RCT 

A health care RCT is one aimed at evaluating changes in the 
delivery of services to changing health status, or to change processes 
in the delivery of care that are known to lead to changes in health 
status. This includes RCTs of treatment, prevention, health 
promotion, health knowledge or behaviour as well as studies of the 
implementation, acceptability, efficiency, equity or cost of 
interventions for treatment, prevention, promotion, health 
knowledge or behaviour change. 

These studies may target individual patients, groups of patients, 
communities or populations, and/or carers from family, community 
and health care systems. 

Trial must have a target enrolment of at least 100 individuals 

EXCUSION CRITERIA SPECIFICATION 

1 Not a randomized controlled trial Trial must use randomization (as opposed to quasi-randomization) and must 

be comparative (i.e., at least one intervention and one control arm, or at least 

two intervention arms for “comparative effectiveness research”). 

2 RCT but with <100 target enrolment Trial must have a target enrolment of at least 100 individuals 

3 Study protocol or design paper Study does not report trial outcomes or reports only baseline data. Includes 

study protocols and published statistical analysis plans. 

4 Methods paper – not a trial report   Exclude if the article doesn’t present any results from a trial, e.g., it may 
only describe the design of a trial without presenting results or it may talk 

about recruitment difficulties or intervention development only or only a 

statistical analysis plan. Some studies may be a trial themselves e.g. the trial 

is about the best consent approach within a trial and they test two consent 

methods.  
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5 Not health research Excluded trials include those of purely educational intervention in school-

based settings that don’t have a distinct health link. For example, a trial 
testing two different Mathematics curricula or trials assessing interventions 

to reduce bullying, but there is no direct health link (e.g., does not involve 

school nurses and does not assess health outcomes, e.g., anxiety.) There must 

be a clear link to health research. Other exclusion examples include trials 

testing new ways of sweeping the floor, or new administrative approaches of 

contacting patients, or recruiting patients into trials, or improving data 

quality, or new hiring practices. Unless there was a clear and direct route by 

which this would impact on patient health outcomes, the trial is not eligible 

(lack of direct relevance to patient health). 

6 Pilot or feasibility study If the trial is obviously labelled as a pilot or feasibility study, it is ineligible. 

If the conclusions simply refer to “feasibility”, but also gives results for a 
primary health or health care outcome and it meets all the other criteria for 

inclusion the trial would be included. 

7 Not a pragmatic intent Trial that is obviously not of pragmatic orientation. For example, trials that 

focused on isolating a biological impact of an intervention without a clear 

clinical implication, or that did not assess clinical outcomes, were deemed 

more likely to not to have a pragmatic orientation.  

8 Non-primary trial report Any indication in the manuscript that it is not the primary trial report 

(meaning, the analysis of the primary trial outcome), indicates exclusion. 

Examples of non-primary reports include the analysis of an outcome clearly 

identified as a secondary trial outcome; subgroup analysis with primary trial 

results reported elsewhere; long-term follow-up (with primary endpoint 

reported previously), process analysis, mediation analysis, sensitivity 

analysis (if reported separately to primary outcome).** 

9 Educational intervention of health professionals with no real patients 

or patient data 

Studies randomizing clinicians to different vignettes and then surveying 

them to assess their response are excluded as they do not involve real 

patients. Other trials excluded here are: trials involving only manikins or 

simulations (e.g., for training providers to do CPR) or trials of purely 

educational (provider) interventions which do not measure patient data. For 

example, if a trial tests two different Medical curricula or outcomes are 

exclusively measures of clinical knowledge measured in clinicians or 

medical residents, the trial is not eligible. 
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10 Other (specify)  

** Trial registration information was used to facilitate identification of the primary trial report from among multiple publications from the same trial. Studies were also compared 
by first and senior authors and studies that reported the same trial were flagged. Articles flagged as potential non-primary reports were also scrutinized for any explicit statement 
referring to “primary results being published previously” or that the present article was presenting a secondary analysis. When multiple publications were associated with the same 
clinical trial registration, a decision had to be made about whether any could be considered the primary trial publication. In cases of uncertainty, the primary outcome in the 
registry was used to guide the decision. In the case of complex study designs, such as factorial designs with interventions reported separately, the article reporting on the first listed 
intervention or outcome reported in the registry was selected as the primary report. Finally, our search identified several Health Technology Assessment (HTA) reports, unique to 
studies funded by the UK National Institutes of Health Research. When the HTA report was the only report of the trial retrieved it was retained as the primary publication; 
otherwise, the associated journal publication of the trial was retained as the primary publication. 
 
2Results of screening published in: Nicholls SG, Carroll K, Hey SP, Zwarenstein M, Zhang JZ, Nix HP, Brehaut JC, McKenzie JE, McDonald S, Weijer C, 
Fergusson DA, Taljaard M. A review of pragmatic trials found a high degree of diversity in design and scope, deficiencies in reporting and trial registry data, and 
poor indexing. J Clin Epidemiol. 2021 Sep;137:45-57. doi: 10.1016/j.jclinepi.2021.03.021. Epub 2021 Mar 28. PMID: 33789151. 

 

A1.3 Flow diagram describing selection of studies for current secondary review from published work of 415 trial reports3 

 
The search filter and screening (Appendix A1.11 and A1.22) identified 4337 primary reports of trials more likely to be pragmatic published 2014-2019; of these, 1988 were 

registered in ClinicalTrials.gov. Trials that were explicitly labelled by authors as “pragmatic” accounted for 419 among this set. Excluding four trials published in Health 

Technology Assessment (and thus with larger word counts and scopes than other reports) provided a set of 415 trials for potential inclusion, as identified previously.3 

 3Vanderhout S, Fergusson DA, Cook JA, Taljaard M. Patient-reported outcomes and target effect sizes in pragmatic randomized trials in ClinicalTrials.gov: A 

cross-sectional analysis. PLoS Med. 2022;19(2):e1003896. Published 2022 Feb 8. doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.1003896  
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Appendix A3. Characteristics of interest for testing association with recruitment outcomes with supporting rationale for 

inclusion 
Trial Characteristic Data source  Rationale for inclusion Categorization 

Publication Year Downloaded from PubMed To determine whether there were 

changes in recruitment outcomes over 

time. 

First three years (2014-2016) versus 

last three years (2017-2019) of 

studies. 

Unit of randomization Manual extraction from the 

final reports 

Individually randomized and cluster 

randomized trials have different 

sample size requirements and may 

face different barriers in achieving 

their target sample sizes. Informed 

consent procedures and types of 

intervention also vary in individually 

versus cluster randomized designs.  

Individually randomized versus 

cluster randomized trials. 

Region of trial recruitment Manual extraction from the 

final reports 

Trials may encounter differing 

funding, regulations, and attitudes 

towards research dependent on the 

geographical region or income-level 

of the region, which may influence 

recruitment success. 

Studies recruiting exclusively in a 

single region (USA/Canada or 

Europe/UK) were categorized as their 

region. Studies with recruitment in 

multiple regions (16) were classified 

as either recruiting in at least one 

LMIC country or exclusively 

recruiting in high income countries 

(including USA, Canada, UK, 

Europe). Studies conducted in a 

single high-income country not 

mentioned above were categorized as 

recruiting in high income countries. 

Type of Experimental 

Intervention 

Downloaded from 

ClinicalTrials.gov 

Educational or behavioural 

interventions may be more likely to 

be conducted in a public health 

setting and less invasive than clinical 

Specifically and exclusively 

educational/behavioural versus any 

other intervention type, including 

clinical interventions, interventions 
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interventions such as a drugs, 

surgeries and vaccines, and may be 

less burdensome on participants, thus 

facilitating recruitment. They may 

also be more likely to be CRTs. 

that incorporated a mixture of 

educational/behavioural and a clinical 

intervention, and unspecified/other 

types (as chosen by trialists on 

CT.gov). 

Use of routinely collected 

data 

Manual extraction from the 

final reports 

The use of routinely collected data is 

a less intrusive method of collecting 

data for research and may promote 

achievement of target sample sizes by 

reducing demands on participants and 

staff.  

Exclusive use of routinely collected 

data versus clearly not, or unclear 

(e.g., not specified, impossible to 

determine whether it was routinely 

collected data in the setting of the trial 

or not) 

Statement of consent 

obtained  

Manual extraction from the 

final reports 

Obtaining consent is often perceived 

as a barrier to successful recruitment. 

Consent obtained for any part of the 

trial from participants versus a waiver 

of consent or no consent. When a 

mixture of consent approaches was 

used, categorization depended on 

whether consent was obtained for the 

intervention (= yes) or just for another 

part of the trial, e.g., analysis (= no). 

Patient or public 

engagement in the research 

Manual extraction from the 

final reports 

Patient or public engagement in the 

research may promote recruitment 

approaches and interventions that are 

most relevant to patients or the public, 

and thus a more successful 

recruitment. 

A clear indication of patient or public 

involvement in the research versus no 

indication, unclear, or specific 

acknowledgement of the non-use of 

patient/public engagement. 

Journal Impact Factor Downloaded from Journal 

Citation Reports (as of 2018). 

When unavailable, obtained 

from SCImago Journal and 

Country Rank (SJR) or Google 

searches. 

Trials with perceived successful 

recruitment may be more likely to be 

published in high impact factor 

journals.  

Above versus below the median 

journal impact factor in the sample of 

trials. 
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Appendix A4. Explanations for under-recruitment 
Number 

Explanation  

Categorized 

Reason 

1 
Due to a slow recruitment rate, we have been unable to recruit the number of patients required by the power calculations 

Infeasibility: slow 
recruitment rate 

2 Data and Safety Monitoring Committee recommended the trial close due to low accrual. [...] Even with this pragmatic 
design, enrollment to the trial was terminated before reaching the planned sample size due to the slow rate of accrual. 
Two reasons may explain the lower than anticipated accrual. One, advances in the local and systemic management of 
primary breast cancer has lowered the incidence of ILRR in recent years, limiting the pool of eligible patients. Secondly, 
many oncologists were not genuinely uncertain and believed there was sufficient evidence from non-randomised series 
and randomised trials in other clinical settings to determine whether or not to administer chemotherapy for ILRR. 

Termination: 
futility; Infeasibility: 
lack of eligible 
participants; other 

3 The recruitment of patients was started on 5 April 2004 and terminated on 7 February 2012 despite insufficient statistical 
power at that point because the steering committee thought that further extension would not promote the enrolment of 
patients. 

Termination: futility 

4 An unplanned meeting of the Data Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) was convened due to a lower than expected rate of 
the primary efficacy endpoint. The  DSMB recommended terminating the trial because it was unlikely that the trial 
would show a difference between the access site strategies on the basis of the planned sample size.  

Termination: futility 

5 The study was underpowered as a result of the unexpected dropout in the F2C group. [...] As planned, we recruited 15 
schools to permit randomization into three groups of five schools. Three schools in F2C withdrew after randomization, 
citing concerns about principal turnover and new mandatory academic programs. This occurred after the study had 
launched and trainings had begun. Attempts to recruit replacement schools failed primarily because the school year was 
underway.  

Withdrawal of 
cluster(s) 

6 We originally planned to include 1000 women, with an interim analysis after the first 500 women. Because  recruitment  
was  slower  than expected  and  funding was ending, we revised this plan and decided to stop recruitment on a 
prespecified date, before we did any analysis; the trial results did not affect the decision to stop recruitment. 

Infeasibility: Slow 
rate; resource 
constraints 

7 

Our projected sample size was not attained due to the loss of four health centers and decreased TB case notification rate 
during the trial period. 

Sites withdrew after 
randomization; 
Infeasibility: lack of 
eligible participants 
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8 The first limitation of our study is that we did not achieve the target sample size. This was mainly because we ran out of 
funding since recruitment was slow as a result of clinicians’ time limitations. 

Slow rate; resource 
constraints (funding) 

9 The desired sample size of 500 patients was not achieved. An investigation of the inclusion during a 2 month period 
showed that the majority of patients seeking treatment at the MHCs did not meet the trial inclusion criteria of our study 
because of the higher severity and burden of disease.  

Infeasibility: Lack 
of eligible 
participants 

10 We were not able to recruit a sufficient number of general practitioners to participate in the data collection within the 
time and resource limits that applied to our project. [...] The biggest challenge was to get in contact with the general 
practitioners due to them being guarded by the secretaries. When we had been able to talk to them, it was less difficult to 
get the general practitioner’s consent 
to participate in the data collection. [...] Getting in touch with more general practitioners (and getting past their 
secretaries) would have required more resources, including incentives for the general practitioners, and time than we had 
available to us. [...] A further reduction [of number of patients practitioners were expected to recruit] to two, or even 
one, might possibly have increased the 
number of general practitioners who agreed to participate. 

Resource 
constraints; Barriers 
related to obtaining 
consent 

11 
The number of individuals qualifying for and receiving  FIT  outreach  alone  was  lower  than  anticipated  during  
program  planning  and  power computation. 

Infeasibility: Lack 
of eligible 
participants 

12 A  weakness  of  the  study  is  that  43  hospitals withdrew after randomization, which resulted in a smaller sample size 
than  initially  targeted: 26 hospitals decided to not participate because they found the workload associated with the 
study too  high.  Furthermore,  all  14  Irish  hospitals  dropped  out because of reorganization of the Irish health care 
system and 3 hospitals dropped out because of internal reorganization 

External Events; 
Withdrawal of 
cluster(s) 

13 the Steering Committee decided to stop recruitment after the target number of patients (n = 250) had been recruited in 
PRET-1, but before reaching the target number of patients for PRET-2, because the trial was already 2 years behind 
schedule, recruitment rates were decreasing, and provisions had to be made to cover compensations to participating sites 
for the 18-month follow-up data.  

Infeasibility: Slow 
recruitment rate; 
Resource 
Constraints 

14  The recruitment period of patients within each participating practice was originally planned to last a total of 6 months, 
but was extended by an additional 3 months, as the patient recruitment rate was lower than expected.  

Infeasibility: Slow 
recruitment rate 

15  Data  and  Safety  Monitoring  Board  recommended  to  terminate  the  trial  because  of  excess  risk  and the absence 
of any benefit of both experimental interventions  

Termination: harm 

16 
Given a higher rate of discontinuation and lower rate of recruitment than anticipated, the board approved early 
termination of the study. 

Infeasibility: Slow 
recruitment rate; 
Termination: futility 
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17 The principal investigators, who obviously were still blinded with respect to treatment allocation, noted that the overall 
cure rate was 92%. This is comparable with the results of a recently published similar trial in women comparing 73 to 83 
patients treated over 7 or 14 days, respectively [8]. As we had indeed included a larger sample size of 200 patients, we 
estimated that our study would likely have already met the criteria for non-inferiority while still having a power of 0.80 
with a type 1 error of 0.05. As we were confronted with an almost empty budget and a dropping inclusion rate after 
almost 5 years of participation, we considered continuation of the trial was no longer realistic and thus we decided to 
stop the trial at this point. 

Infeasibility: Slow 
recruitment rate; 
Resource constraints 

18 This was not due to early termination or interim analyses but to 2 external causes: withdrawal of 1 large hospital 1 week 
before the start of the trial and the time constraints of obtaining informed consent. Also, the stepped-wedge design 
results in a fixed number and length of steps, reducing flexibility to add clusters or lengthen the inclusion period. 

Barriers related to 
consent; Withdrawal 
of cluster(s) 

19 Initially, the trial included six VA sites charged with recruiting 50 participants each, but early in the recruitment phase, 
one of the sites dropped out. [...] The loss of one study site reduced our statistical power by some 50 subjects.  

Withdrawal of 
cluster(s) 

20 The trial was stopped after recruiting 512 patients because of low recruitment rates. In an unplanned interim analysis, the 
estimation of the effect was robust enough to draw conclusions about the comparative effectiveness of the interventions. 
[...] We decided 
to stop the trial because of the slowing down of the recruitment rate. 

Infeasibility: Slow 
recruitment rate 

21 
We did not achieve the planned sample size of 750 patients due to slower than expected recruitment.  

Infeasibility: Slow 
recruitment rate 

22 
The total number of births across both arms (18,747) was slightly lower than the expected number used to calculate 
sample size.  

Infeasibility: Lack 
of eligible 
participants 

23  Because the final number of centers that recruited patients was lower than anticipated and because the mean number of 
patients with acute ischemic stroke was 13 fewer than estimated per cluster per period, the study power was reestimated 
with the observed degree of correlation inpatient characteristics between clusters and different periods.  

Infeasibility: Lack 
of eligible 
participants 

24 Recruitment was slower than anticipated, and the number of patients recruited was lower than the planned 240 despite a 
prolonged recruitment period. [...] Difficulty with recruiting patients to randomized trials on management of early 
pregnancy failure is not unique to our study. Our experience, in accordance with that of others, is that many patients 
have a strong preconceived treatment preference. Some might find the open-label design of our trial a limitation. 

Infeasibility: Slow 
recruitment rate 

25 
However, the study was stopped after 66 patients had been randomized due to exhaustion of funds. 

Resource 
constraints: funding 

26 Originally, one interim sample-size calibration was planned to be conducted by the principle investigator; to verify 
whether the study remained sufficiently powered. In data provided by the clinical team, the observed outcomes were less 

Other 
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than expected and sample size recalculation demonstrated the need for the enrollment of many more thousands of 
patients per group. As a pragmatic clinical trial undertaken in two very active intensive care units, it was determined that 
the additional costs and resources now necessary to complete the trial was prohibitive. The study team deemed the study 
to no longer be viable. The study was abandoned and enrollment ceased. Soon thereafter it was brought to our attention 
by the clinical team that the clinical data provided and used in the interim sample calculation were not correct. An error 
had been made. Thus, the trial had incorrectly been abandoned after 73% of the target enrollment. 

27 The first limitation of this study is the dropout of hospitals (Appendix 4), leading to an underpowered study. There was a 
dropout of one country due to a health policy decision outside the project. Although at the beginning of the study a 
possible drop out was taken into account by randomizing 50% more hospitals than initially needed. we could not assess 
the total amount of patients as 7 hospitals (26.9%) submitted their exclusion logbook.  

Withdrawal of 
cluster(s); External 
events 

28 
Recruitment was stopped after 2 years because of a limited time frame. 

Resource 
constraints: time 

29 The DSMB, the institutional review board, and FDA approved termination of the study for futility because outcomes 
had not differed in any of the interim analyses, indicating that no difference should be anticipated. 

Termination: futility 

30 Actual enrollment was about half of anticipated enrollment,  due  primarily  to  lower  numbers  of  individuals  being  
diagnosed with HIV during the study period than in the preceding  years. This was a national phenomenon, reflecting the 
successful  scale-up  of  ART  and  a  corresponding  reduction  in  HIV  incidence. 

Infeasibility: Lack 
of eligible 
participants 

31 The  trial  was  stopped  because  of  a  decreasing  average  per  centre  recruitment  rate,  despite  considerable  help  
and  encouragement. [...] The severity of the acute conditions of our study population  compared  to  previous  studies  
suggests  the  inclusion  of  patients  in  real-life  conditions.  Demonstration  of  the  positive  impact  of  an  
intervention,  such  as  a strategy  to  prevent  oversedation,  might  be  difficult  in  patients  with  particularly  severe  
admission  conditions  and requires a larger sample of patients. In our study, less than  half  of  the  planned  included  
patients  were  finally enrolled  which  undoubtedly  makes  the  trial  underpowered.  

Infeasibility: Slow 
recruitment rate 

32 

Because of recruitment challenges such as lack of CR referral  and the strike of cardiopulmonary technicians who were 
responsible  for  stress  testing,  the  target  sample  size  was  not reached.  

External events; 
Infeasibility: Lack 
of eligible 
participants 

33 When using HRQoL measures as variables, as in this study, one can expect smaller changes over time and a larger 
variation between the persons, which means that more patients must be included. A larger sample is often desired, but it 
is often difficult to recruit a sufficient sample. In our study, the inclusion of participants was time-consuming.  

Resource 
constraints: time 

34 
After the second interim analysis at 75% recruitment, the data and safety monitoring board recommended recruitment be 
stopped due to futility and concern for increased morbidity in the delayed pushing group.  In addition, the data and 

Termination: harm; 
Termination: futility 
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safety monitoring board was concerned about the significantly higher rate of postpartum hemorrhage in the delayed 
pushing group. 

35 The use of DEPs [diabetes education programs] as the primary site of recruitment likely had a negative impact on 
enrollment, usage, and clinical impact.  

Other 

36 

Enrollment was stopped in year five of the trial due to the end of funding. […] We were not able to enroll the planned 
sample size. From 2009–2015, the prevalence of delirium decreased at our institute for unclear reasons. 

Resource 
constraints: funding; 
Infeasibility: Lack 
of eligible 
participants 

37 
Due to concurrent CRC screening initiatives at the practice, only 897 of the 1373 participants identified by the EHR pull 
were found to be eligible. [...] The study was initially powered to detect a difference of 11 percentage points, but due to 
concurrent clinic efforts to increase screening rates, fewer patients were included in the trial. 

External events; 
Infeasibility: Lack 
of eligible 
participants 

38 The trial was closed to recruitment due to harm as detected by a preplanned analysis of early deaths Termination: harm 
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Appendix A5.  Explanations for over-recruitment 

 

Number 

Explanation for over-recruitment 

Categorized 

Reason 

1 It should be noticed, that we enrolled more general practices and patients than suggested by our 
power calculation; there was a lot of interest among the practices for participating in the study and 
it turned out that there was much more patients with diabetes associated with the practices than 
expected. 

Higher 
interest/eligibility 
than anticipated 

2 the pragmatic emphasis in this trial resulted in sample sizes that were >6 times those samples, 
resulting in power estimates approaching 99%. [...] our sole criteria were purposefully minimized: 
age, colorectal cancer screening history, and bowel cancer diagnosis. Furthermore, the control 
participants and intervention participants who did not accept the navigation intervention were still 
assessed without direct consent. 

Pragmatic emphasis 

3 It emerged that complete healthcare personnel influenza immunization information became 
available for each organization, so the planned cluster analysis and sample size calculation was not 
needed or appropriate.  

Use of routinely 
collected 
administrative data 

4 A group size of at least 244 would provide 90% power to detect a 10% absolute difference in this 
outcome if the proportion in the control group were <7.5% and at least 80% power to detect a 10% 
difference in this outcome if it was <12%. Available resources permitted us to perform a study that 
included 646 participants. 

Available resources 

5  the original power calculation was for a standard randomized controlled trial, allowance for the 
number of steps and allowance for any repeated measures on individuals was not included in this 
sample size estimate. 

Unadjusted sample 
size calculation 

6 
Many more subjects presenting with a stroke suspicion than expected were screened for eligibility 
during the study period. 

Higher 
interest/eligibility 
than anticipated 

7 To ensure adequate power, taking into consideration the potential for additional attrition and 
possible subgroup analyses based upon baseline characteristics, additional participants were 
recruited. 

Recruitment for 
additional analyses 
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8 We did not stop enrolling patients once the minimum sample size was reached because an 
important aim of this study was to investigate to what degree the ARV community delivery model 
could decongest ART facilities. Our actual sample size was thus substantially larger. 

Recruitment for 
additional analyses 

9 This calculation was conservative in the sense that it concerned an analysis in which only 
outcomes from the first person with neuropathy for each randomized physician would be 
considered (cluster of size 1). 

Unadjusted sample 
size calculation 

10  We estimated 903 patients in each arm [...] We included all trial-eligible patients from our 
practice in the study and estimated this would provide a sufficient sample to stratify patients by 
sex. 

Recruitment for 
additional analyses 
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